In order to understand the changes of Curie-temperatures in spineltype minerals, an interaction model has been developed. In this wayespecially when the different interactions between tetrahedral and octahedral lattice sites are considered-it is possible to explain the observed effects easily.
Introduction
The main magnetic minerals of the Earth's crust crystallize either in the rhombohedral system or with the spinel type of structure. The magnetic structure of this latter crystalline system is already well known, especially by neutron diffraction investigations first conducted by Shull and his associates (1949 Shull and his associates ( , 1951 Shull and his associates ( , 1953 .* According to this the spinel structure consists of a close-packed arrangement of oxygen anions with two types of interstices for metallic cations: the "tetrahedrally co-ordinated" A sites and the octahedral B sites. The unit cell contains eight cubes each with one oxygen tetrahedron. The centres of these tetrahedra, the corners of the unit cell and the face centers are all A sites; therefore these tetrahedrally coordinated cations together form a face-centred cubic envelope structure. Furthermore the magnetic moments of the A sites are antiferromagnetically coupled with those of the B sites. If in such a structure more cationic spin moments point along one direction than along the antiparallel one, then an uncompensated "ferrimagnetic" state arises. This theory, due to Neel (1948) is confirmed in many cases by neutron diffraction. But in others (especially in rocks) these conditions are not sufficiently satisfied. Measurements (Nicholls 1955 ; Chevallier 1955, et al.) here indicate higher or lower values than the moment difference between the A and B sites which would be expected on the Neel theory. The higher values are generally attributed to orbital moments, which on the average must normally be compensated within the lattice. In the case of lower values several deviations are possible :
1. the Yafet-Kittel-triangle-configuration (1952) (cf. Figure 1) 
The interaction model used for interpretation
Besides the above peculiarities, the type of bonding within the spinel structures (Frolich 1959) must also be taken into account in setting up a suitable and realistic model. This leads to the following conception (Loffler 1962) :
(a) Lattice situations and electron states influence each other reciprocally (Wigner 1927; Bethe 1929; Ganzhorn 1952 Ganzhorn , 1953 :
The angular dependence of the electron-orbitals will be affected by the lattice symmetry. Thus, in the cubic system the five-fold degenerated (atomic) state 3rl of Fe (and other transition metals) is divided into two groups of orbitals, f2, and e,, due to the symmetry of the disturbing electrostatic lattice field. The uniform degeneracy of the atomic state is therefore partially removed. To the first group belong three orbitals with a maximum electron density (probability of electron occurrence) in the face-diagonal direction, whereas along the coordinate axes the electron-density is zero. For the second group the opposite is true.
1. the type of bond and 2. the interaction strength. A large overlapping of orbitals with increased probability of electron occurrence results in strong interactions, which again favour covalent bonding as against coordination bonds (Goodenough and Loeb 19.55).
The possibility of overlapping on the other hand is determined by the angular dependence of the participating orbitals. Their degree of occupation influences the degree of the above cffects, a maximum being expected at half-filled orbitals. This is the case with the ferric ion Fe3+ (the particular situation with the Mn2+ ion will be discussed later). From the well known Hund-rule (1927) , it follows that each of the three f2,-orbitals and also each of the two e,-orbitals will be filled first of all simply. As opposed to the bivalent ferrous ion (Fe2+) in the trivalent Fe" only live 3rl-electrons exist and all orbitals are consequently half filled. Conversely, where ionic bonds predominate, any overlapping (in the previously-mentioned sense) must be excluded.
(1)) Further one must consider the bond character within the interstices of spinel structure, especially in the tetrahedrally coordinated A-sites and the octahedral B-sites. As is well known from various kinds of structure analysis (Gorter 19.54 ; Bacon 1955) the tetrahedral interstices are generally smaller than the octahedral ones throughout the spinel system. If one compares the radii of "A"-interstices with the ionic radii (evaluated by Goldschmidt 1926; Pauling 1927; Zachariasen 1931 ; Stockar 1950 ; Ahrens 19.52), one recognizes disproportions within the A sites. There (and there alone) the lattice forms are in contradiction to the well known Pauling-principles (1948) concerning ionic crystals. This suggests covalent bonds within these tetrahedron groups. Another interpretation for it is obtained by radioactive investigations of diffusion constants (Lindner and Akerstrom 1956) of spinel-type oxides. Such examinations indicate lesser mobility for A-site particles, evidently caused by additional bonds" at those lattice points. An analysis of the oxidation process (magnetite + maghemite -+ hematite) as well as the determination of electron density in the crystal (Frolich and Stiller 1963) also confirms this. Particulars of this kind (i.e. bond differences between A and B sites) must be included in the model used for interpretation of the different behaviours observed in spinel-type minerals and oxides. As described above, co-valent or coordination bonds presuppose a large overlapping (p) The occupation of these orbitals has an influence on of electron orbitals, whereas an ionic bond necessarily excludes such overlap. Both of these conditions favour a privileged occupation of the t,,-state functions in the transition elements (Table 1) . From neutron diffraction investigations (Harrison, Griessman and Pollack 1958 ) the magnetic moments of Mn*+ in A sites are: 4.6pB(=3.0-0.2+ 13). It is, in fact, found that the At3 interaction is less than for Fe3+ (in spite of the same number of electrons).
Other cases of small A B interactions can be expected (from Table 1 and Figure 2 ) in chromite minerals, because there the e,-state is unoccupied. Especially in chromites containing Ni, extremely low values occur due to the full occupation of its t,,-orbitals. This corresponds with the minimal value of the Curie-temperature for pure Niz+{Cri+}O:-: T, = 70°K (Lotgering 1956).
-+ t (b) In the lattice formation direct and indirect interactions exist :
(a) indirect AB interactions, which cause antiparallel orientations between A and B spin moments;
(B) indirect BB interactions, which cause parallel or antiparallel orientation, depending on the occupation of electron orbitals ; (7) direct interactions (AA, BB) with an antiferromagnetic coupling ( A A < BE due to the distance relation AAIBB = ($)'''), therefore AB > BB > AA.
In connection with these conditions the following consistencies result : 1. The t,,-orbitals of 4-site (ferric) ions (cf. Figure 2) overlap the lobe of the anionic electrons andso cause a separation of paired oxygen electrons and a transition of each one.'of them to the neighbouring B-site cations. There they are fixed (on account. of the well known Pauli-prohibition) in an antiparallel manner to the cationic electron spins of the half-filled 3d-state. (In Figure 2 this is shown by thin arrows.)
2. In the half-filled e,-orbital of trivalent ferric ions (with the co-participation of its nearest oxygen neighbours in the spinel lattice) indirect BB interactions (cf. bfi) arise, which favour parallel spin orientations in neighbouring cationic e,-states (cf. Figure 2 : the upward and downward arrows mark the two possibilities of spin state). For indirect interactions it was formerly supposed that only lineal forms occurred. It now appears, that besides those so-called 18O0-interactions, angular ones (up to 90") can occur. 
Review of experimental data
In order to recognize the general tendencies within the spinel system the whole complex has to be included (i.e. not only spinel-type minerals but also the corresponding oxides of the same structural symmetry, cf. Table 2 ).
Discussion
(a) For a rough qualitative analysis of Curie-temperature changes (as is attempted here), indirect AB-interactions must in general be considered ; they are responsible for the maintenance of long-range order within the lattice. Hence changes of lattice constants cannot be neglected because they must necessarily alter these interactions (as opposed to this, the direct and indirect BB-interactions, responsible above all for departures from the Nee1 theory, are of less influence).
The maximum AB-interaction should happen with half-filled t,,-orbitals of A-site cations and half-filled e,-orbitals of B-site cations (corresponding to the model above). In these conditions maximal values of Curie-temperature should be indicated.
In the following inferences based on the model may be compared with experimental data (Table 2, Figures 3, 4, 5 ).
1. Spinel-type oxides and minerals with har-$lled catioiiic orbitals t,, in A sites, eq in B sites In the case of disorders by point defects (diamagnetic cations: Ti4+, A13+) the indirect AB-interactions must be weakened by different amounts according to whether A or B sites are considered.
A-site disorders the diminution should give larger diminutions than B-site ones (cE Figure 2) .
The oxide groups Nos. 4, 5 with the corresponding minerals (Figures 3, 4 ) and the sample groups Nos. 6, 7, 8 show in agreement with this a decrease of T,-values with increasing proportions of Ti4+ and A]'+ respectively. We shall return to the titaniferous spinel-type minerals later). 2. Spinel-type oxides with halfjilled cationic e,-orbitals in B sites and more than halfjtled t,,-orbitals in A sites To this group one must attribute sample-groups Nos. 9, 10, in which with increasing concentration of Co an increasing number of Co2+ cations occupy A sites as for instance, neutron diffraction shows. Hence a decrease of Curie-temperature follows (cf also the T,-values of Fe,04 (No. l), NiFe204 (No. 3 ) and CoFe,O, (No. 10)). 3. Spinel-type oxides with halffilled cationic t,,-orbitals in A sites and less than halffilled e,-orbitals in B sites Of this kind are the sample-groups Nos. 11, 12, 13. The rapid decrease of Curie-temperature between the first two oxides is caused by an increasing content of Cr3+ cations (cf. Table 1) in B sites. The latter two, Fe,CrO, and FeNiCrO,, have an equal occupation (not only of the t,,-orbitals in A sites but also of the e,-orbitals in B sites); here the decrease of lattice constant causes the increase of T,-value. 4. Spinel-type oxides with C 3 + cations in B sites
The sample-groups Nos. 14, 15, 16, 17 are of this type. The extremely low Curie-temperatures are the consequence of empty e,-orbitals in B sites (cf Table 1 ) and further of the more than half-filled t,,-orbitals in A sites. The lower T,-value of NiCr,O, compared to CoCr,04 (in spite of a smaller lattice constant) results from the full occupation of the t,,-functions in Ni2+ cations (as already mentioned). Such a list could be continued for the later (complicated) examples of Table 2 (b) In connection with geophysical problems still another observable phethe increasing Ti-content (for example) in spinel-type minerals with increasing formation-depth. Under high pressure processes involving a diminution of volume must be favoured but there may be stability differences between minerals, i.e. for the case in question between, e.g., magnetite and titanite: (CaO)Ti4+ [SiO, titanous mineral belongs to the orthosilicates with isolated S i 0 4 tetrahedra. It is already well known that there are strong bonds (partial co-valent) between the central silicon and its four oxygen neighbours. An evaluation of binding energy by Pauling (1948) yielded ESipo = 89.3 kcal/mol. This together with the angled bond directions (typical for silicate structures) points to co-valent bonding as does the electron density distribution within the lattice. If therefore these [SiO,] tetrahedra are connected together at all four corners (as in the quartz-structure) then a mineral of high hardness (7) arises, a so-called tecto-silicate. However the hardness of titanite is only 5 (the corresponding value for magnetite is 6). These hardness differences among silicate structures depend on the well-known fact that the isolated [Si0,l4-tetrahedra (in ortho-silicates) are only electrostatically bound to the other cations (e.g. here Ti4+),* which occupy intermediate layers in the lattice formation. The density differences between these silicates show an opposite tendency :
nomenon is to be discussed :
This is due to another familiar circumstance, that the connection of [SiO,] tetrahedra at all four corners must necessarily lead to a bulky structure with large interstices, whereas isolated tetrahedra allow of course a higher degree of unit cell occupation. On the other hand under high pressure such a structure with a lower (and inhomogenous) stability will be altered. In that case a considerable volume diminution * The CaO parts in titanitc have an exceptional position within the lattice. may occur, if the (strongly bound) tetrahedral isles alone remain (by separation of the other cations e.g. Ti4'). These separated cations, however, can only be taken into neighbowing structures of higher stability.
The above-mentioned phenomena suggest an interpretation of the observed increase of Ti-content? with increasing formation depth (another will be discussed below). The immigration of such strange catioils (Ti4+, Ca2+) can only be caused:
1. by separation acts under high pressure from neighbouring titanous silicates 2. by diffusion acts under high temperature out of a likewise titanous neighBoth the conditions, i.e. increasing pressure and temperature, are fulfilled, as is well known (Gutenberg 1951), with increasing depth. However strange cations of these types are diamagnetic and diminish the interactions within the spinel lattice and hence the Curie-temperature (cf. Figure 3(a) ). Such a disorder by point defects enlarges the unit-cell volume (cf. Figure 3(b) ), however, only slightly.$ The volume diminution of neighbouring orthosilicates therefore must be stronger in order to allow separation as discussed above. Calculation confirms this idea.
Thus with increasing depth as well as the well-known temperature gradient (3O0C/km) a diminution of Curie-temperature of an equal order of magnitude has to be considered. Hence the critical depth is raised from about 20km to 10km. Below that depth the paramagnetic state should generally be predominant.
Another observable phenomenon, the superparamagnetic behaviour of Plutonites, is also to be interpreted in the same manner :
With increasing depths and pressures the limiting strength of spinel structures is reached. The cations may then separate and they can only be taken into neighbouring structures of higher stability, e.g. quartz. This bulky lattice with large interstices naturally has a high capacity for absorbing such strange particles without any considerable increase of volume, so that altogether a volume diminution results. The Fe-cations are then embedded in a diamagnetic environment, and a paramagnetic behaviour necessarily follows. of less stability (as just discussed) or bourhood.
Conclusion
Thus it appears, that in this way some observable geophysical phenomena follow simply from the interaction model, previously described. In connection with palaeomagnetic research it is clear that one must consider all processes which may affect the magnetization. For one has to acquaint oneself not only with the general course, but also with the details. In this connection another paper (Frolich and Stiller 1963) deals with the oxidation process. These studies will be continued.
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